Hydraulic Emergency Stop Valve

The Hydraulic Emergency Stop Valve is a panel-mounted valve for operating emergency stop systems for hydraulic machines. Using this valve on your equipment will ensure safe operations.
Hydraulic Emergency Stop Valve

DESCRIPTION
Our engineering department has developed a hydraulic valve to be used as an emergency stop button for hydraulic plants and machinery. This valve is easy to integrate to a hydraulic system and is mounted on a panel or a plate. Due to strict requirements for safety and CE marking, this has become a standard component of both our own and our customers' products.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

- **Advantages**
  - Closing of hydraulic supply by piloting a master valve.
  - Drainage of pilot lines.

- **Technical information**
  - Working pressure: 210 bar.
  - Flow: 10 L/min.
  - For mineral oil.
  - Push for activation and pull for deactivation.
  - For marine purpose.

Dimensions in mm.
MO101553, MO101544
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